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‘Libra

of the Vampire Princess’ Prefundia Debut!

XERO and MiKandi Japan Reach Out To Fans, Request Feedback, Strengthen Kickstarter!
TOKYO, JAPAN - "Libra of the Vampire Princess" is a brand new bishoujo game by Japanese visual
novel studio XERO. In partnership with MiKandi Japan, they will soon launch a Kickstarter campaign
to build an official English version of the game. The game has recently been Greenlit and will be
available on Steam, provided the campaign is a success.
Starting this week, visual novel fans can catch a preview of “Libra” on Prefundia. The preview
coincides with the Halloween weekend launch in Japan for the original version of the game.

“The Prefundia page for ‘Libra’ was created with the visual novel community in mind.
We want to have them involved in some final decision making. Their feedback on
rewards and stretch goals will be incredibly valuable. This move also gives us more
time to grow the ‘Vampire Princess Army’, so that when we do launch on Kickstarter,
we have the best chance for victory!”
 — James, Project Manager MiKandi Japan
MiKandi Japan estimates that they need around 2,000 backers to reach their start goal on
Kickstarter. People interested in supporting the campaign can sign up on Prefundia to get the
Kickstarter launch announcement.
“Libra” on Prefundia: [ link: http://prefundia.com/projects/view/libra-of-the-vampire-princess-bishoujo-game-english-version/6962/ ]
Additionally, supporters can receive free wallpapers and a chance to win a t-shirt signed by XERO`s President, Producer MOKA by joining
the “Vampire Princess Army” email list and referring friends: [ link: https://mikandi.jp/libra ]
For daily updates, please follow MiKandi Japan on Twitter: @MiKandiJapan,
or check out the Libra FAQ [ link: https://mikandi.jp/libra-of-the-vampire-princess/ ]
About MiKandi Japan: MiKandi Japan is a production and distribution studio, located in Akihabara, Tokyo, Japan. MiKandi Japan is a
gateway for both foreign and Japanese game, manga, and anime studios to bring their projects to and from Japan. For more information
please email contact@mikandi.jp or call MiKandi Japan at +81 080-9298-8189.
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